
The Department of Labor (DOL) turned to Chevo when 
it needed to modernize its decades-old financial 
system. From acquisition planning, budget support, 

and requirements development to implementation support 
and program management, Chevo delivered a wide range 
of services to ensure that DOL would transition successfully 
and realize the full value of modernization to an Oracle 
Shared Service Provider (SSP) FMS.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

In 2007, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requested DOL replace their 

20-year-old, COBOL-based FMS, to meet new federal standards and promote sound 

financial management within 18 months. DOL had halted two prior FMS initiatives due 

to lack of progress. DOL needed to ensure this system selection and implementation 

was a success, which was dependent upon overcoming many challenges including:

Unchartered Territory – DOL was among the first of the large agencies to move 

to a commercial SSP for its New Core Financial Management System (NCFMS), at a 

time when guidance for such implementation was a work in progress and presented 

a host of challenges from budget planning to governance issues.

New Ways of Doing Business – With the move to a modern Oracle-based system, 

designed to meet common Federal financial standards, business processes needed 

a complete overhaul. Many of the customized features of DOL’s legacy system gave 

way to new, standardized methods of completing transactions. 

Many Stakeholders – DOL is comprised of 27 separate agencies with diverse 

missions, from protecting the health and safety of American workers to providing 

economic security and reliable employment data. In addition to satisfying the unique 

requirements of a myriad of internal stakeholders, the Department works closely with 

states, local governments, and non-profit groups to meet its goals, primarily through 

financial transactions. Each transaction, for each stakeholder, required a thorough 

analysis of functionality and the accompanying business processes.
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Chevo Helps DOL Transition Successfully to 
New Financial Management System (FMS)

INDUSTRY:
• Federal Civilian

• Financial & Program Management

SERVICES DELIVERED:
• Strategic Management

 –  Agency and IT Strategic Planning

 –  Organizational Change Management

 –  Business Process Optimization

 –  Research and Analysis

 –  Feasibility & Delivery Studies

 –  Strategy Implementation

• Portfolio Management

– Capital Planning & Investment Control

 –  IT Governance

 –  Dashboarding

• Program/Project Management

 –  PMO Implementation & Operation

 –  Scope and Requirements Management

 –  Financial & Budget Management

 –  Schedule & Earned Value Management

 –  Business Cases/Exhibit 300s

 –  Cost-Benefit Analysis

 –  Acquisition Management

 –  Enterprise Architecture

 –  Risk Management

 –  Independent Verification & Validation



CHEVO SOLUTION
As the project took shape, Chevo transitioned from acquisition planning to 

project management and providing implementation oversight. Currently, Chevo is 

optimizing business processes to more effectively utilize the power of the Oracle 

software and performing Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) on both the 

system and financial operations.

Highlights of Chevo’s services include:

• Effective Acquisition Planning and Management – Supported procurement 

activities, from conducting market research and drafting the Statement of 

Objectives, to managing System Development Life Cycle documentation, 

communication, and deliverables, with a successful protest defense.

• Program Management Best Practices – Built Program Management best 

practices into the NCFMS program, including effective risk, schedule, cost, 

and security management that drove the incorporation of risk reserves into 

investment budgets and program schedules. 

• Standardization – Supported establishment of Department-wide technology 

and data standards while adapting business processes to the NCFMS system.

• Governance – Assisted in establishing a formal governance process for NCFMS, 

including representation for the entire DOL organization through 18 Integrated 

Project Team (IPT) and 13 Outreach meetings held weekly or biweekly.

• Communication and Knowledge Management – Increased the efficiency and 

knowledge of DOL’s internal stakeholders and user community across all 27 

agencies within the Department.

• Strategic Vision – Coordinated and developed the Office of the CFO’s Operation 

Plan in support of overall Departmental goals and developed mechanisms to 

support on-going updates and reporting.

OUTCOME
With Chevo’s assistance, DOL has vastly improved reporting and documentation, 

earned clean audit opinions, and complied with laws and regulations governing 

financial management and IT security. More important, DOL has increased 

transparency and accountability of federal funds. Through development and 

implementation of PMO best practices, effective IT governance, and knowledge 

transfer, the Department has bolstered its internal capabilities to manage IT 

programs. The ongoing work to re-engineer business processes and refine system 

capabilities will ensure that DOL leverages the full capabilities of its investment.
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VOTED TOP SMALL STRATEGIC 
CONSULTING FIRM

“ Thank you for the invaluable 
contribution made by the 
Chevo Team.”

 Samuel Clark, DOL OCFO 

Client Satisfaction Survey

ABOUT CHEVO
Chevo Consulting, LLC (Chevo), is a 
Woman Owned Small Business (WOSB) 
that helps change and evolve federal 
agencies, their portfolios, and programs 
through practical implementation 
of unbiased advice. We are trusted 
advisors and practitioners in strategic, 
portfolio, program/project, and financial 
management.

Find out how Chevo and our consultants 
can help overcome your agency’s 
specific challenges by contacting us at 
Info@ChevoConsulting.com.


